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Abstract. The dual-wavelength diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) flow-oximeter is an emerging technique
enabling simultaneous measurements of blood flow and blood oxygenation changes in deep tissues. High
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is crucial when applying DCS technologies in the study of human tissues where the
detected signals are usually very weak. In this study, single-mode, few-mode, and multimode fibers are compared
to explore the possibility of improving the SNR of DCS flow-oximeter measurements. Experiments on liquid phan-
tom solutions and in vivomuscle tissues show only slight improvements in flow measurements when using the few-
mode fiber compared with using the single-mode fiber. However, light intensities detected by the few-mode and
multimode fibers are increased, leading to significant SNR improvements in detections of phantom optical property
and tissue blood oxygenation. The outcomes from this study provide useful guidance for the selection of optical
fibers to improve DCS flow-oximeter measurements. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1

.JBO.18.3.037001]
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1 Introduction
Near-infrared (NIR) light has been recently employed to non-
invasively measure relative change of blood flow (rBF) in deep
tissues, which is referred to as NIR diffuse correlation spectros-
copy (DCS)1–9 or diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS).10–12 DCS
blood flow measurement is accomplished by monitoring speckle
fluctuations of photons resulting from moving scatterers in bio-
logical tissues. Moving red blood cells (RBCs) inside vessels are
primarily responsible for these fluctuations. DCS provides sev-
eral attractive new features for blood flow measurement in tissue
microvasculature, including noninvasiveness, portability, high
temporal resolution (up to several milliseconds), and relatively
high penetration depth (up to several centimeters). DCS technol-
ogy has been extensively validated in various tissues through
comparisons with laser Doppler flowmetry,13,14 Doppler
ultrasound,15,16 power Doppler ultrasound,17,18 Xenon-CT,19

fluorescent microsphere flow measurement,20 and arterial spin
labeled magnetic resonance imaging (ASL-MRI).21,22

When using DCS to detect tissue blood flow, a pair of source
and detector fibers is usually placed along the tissue surface with
separation distance of a few millimeters to centimeters. NIR
light generated by a continuous wave (CW) coherent laser emits
into tissues through the source fiber and is detected by a single-
photon-counting detector through the detector fiber. Photons
travel inside tissue in a diffusive manner,8,13 and experience
absorption by tissue absorbers (e.g., hemoglobin and water)
and, more often, scattering by tissue scatterers (e.g., organelles
and mitochondria). The probabilities of these events occurring

within a unit distance are described by an absorption coefficient
(μa) and a reduced scattering coefficient (μs 0). The μa and μs

0

are referred to as tissue intrinsic optical properties. The motions
of moving scatterers cause temporal fluctuations in light
intensity, leading to changes in the speckle pattern of interfer-
ence.1–8,23,24 In most dynamic experiments the temporal statistics
of light speckle fluctuations are monitored and the electric field
temporal autocorrelation function or its Fourier transform is
quantified. Using a correlation diffusion equation describing
the propagation of electric field temporal autocorrelation func-
tion through tissues, the measured signal is then related to the
motion of RBCs and, consequently, blood flow is determined.

Previous studies have used either single-mode3–5,9,25–31 or
few-mode32–35 fibers separately for DCS flow detections. A sin-
gle-mode fiber is an optical waveguide whose very small core
radius is comparable with the wavelength of the transported
light.32,36 Light intensity detected by the single-mode fiber, how-
ever, is low due to the fact that only the fundamental mode of
light can be transported. By contrast, few-mode fibers allow a
few higher-order modes of light to be guided through the fiber
along with the fundamental mode. Enlarging the fiber diameter
and numerical aperture (NA) with few-mode fibers to cover
multiple speckles increases the detected signal intensity, thus
improving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Conversely, the multiple
speckles detected by the few-mode fibers are uncorrelated and
decrease the coherence factor (β) in a proportional fashion.32–35

As a result, the autocorrelation function curve becomes flatter,
which may reduce the sensitivity of DCS flow measure-
ments.37,38 The detected light intensity can be further increased
using multimode fibers with a large core diameter (e.g., 1 mm),
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although the autocorrelation function may not be detectable due
to very low value of β (i.e., the autocorrelation function curve
becomes a straight line).36,39 There have been no studies that
concurrently use different types of fibers to experimentally
compare/improve the SNRs of DCS flow measurements.

Recently, our laboratory developed a portable dual-
wavelength DCS flow-oximeter that can simultaneously mea-
sure blood flow and oxygenation variations.5,9,14,23,24,26 The
oxygenation information is extracted by recording the detected
light-intensity changes at two wavelengths. DCS flow-oximeter
can generate multiple hemodynamic variables including rBF
and changes in oxy-hemoglobin concentration (Δ½HbO2�) and
deoxy-hemoglobin concentration (Δ½Hb�). As mentioned ear-
lier, few-mode and multimode fibers collect more photons
than single-mode fibers, which leads to the following hypoth-
esis. Increased light intensities measured at two wavelengths
by few-mode or multimode fibers should improve the SNRs
in measurements of light intensity as well as tissue blood
oxygenation. High SNR is particularly crucial when applying
DCS technologies in the study of human tissues where the
detected signals are usually very low due to the need of large
source-detector (S-D) separation for deeper light penetra-
tion.3–7,14,23–26,40

The purpose of this study was to experimentally explore the
use of different mode fibers for photon collection to improve the
SNR of DCS flow-oximeter measurements. Three fibers with
different modes (i.e., single-mode, few-mode, or multimode)
were examined in tissue-like liquid phantoms with varied optical
properties and in human forearm muscles during arterial cuff
occlusion. The SNRs of the measured variables were calculated
and compared to aid in the selection of fiber(s) for the improve-
ment of DCS flow-oximeter measurements.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 DCS Flow-Oximeter

2.1.1 Flow measurement

DCS flow indices were quantified by a dual-wavelength DCS
flow-oximeter with two CW coherent laser sources at 785 and
853 nm (100 mw, Crystalaser Inc., Nevada).14 The coherence
length for both lasers was longer than 5 m. The two DCS
sources emitted NIR light alternately into the tissue via two mul-
timode optical fibers with a core diameter of 200 μm (WF200/
220/245, Ceramoptec, Massachusetts) bundled at the same loca-
tion on the phantom/tissue surface. Three detector fibers, includ-
ing a single-mode fiber with a core diameter of 4.3 μm (SM600,
Fibercore, California), a 6-mode fiber with a core diameter of
4.5 μm (SM980, Fibercore, California) and a multimode fiber
with a core diameter of 1 mm, were confined by a foam pad
at an equal distance of 2.5 cm from the two source fiber bundle
(Fig. 1). These detector fibers were connected, respectively to
three single-photon-counting avalanche photodiodes (APDs)
(PerkinElmer Inc., Canada) inside the DCS device. The outputs
of APDs were sent to a four-channel autocorrelator board
(Correlator.com, New Jersey) yielding normalized light inten-
sity temporal autocorrelation functions:1,2,8

g2ð~r; τÞ ¼ hIð~r; tÞIð~r; tþ τÞi∕hIð~r; tÞi2: (1)

Here, Ið~r; tÞ is the light intensity detected at position ~r and
time t, τ is the correlation delay time, h · · · i denotes a time
average.

The normalized electric field temporal autocorrelation func-
tion g1ð~r; τÞ ¼ G1ð~r; τÞ∕G1ð~r; 0Þ can be derived from the mea-
sured g2ð~r; τÞ using the Siegert relation:41

g2ð~r; τÞ ¼ 1þ βjg1ð~r; τÞj2: (2)

Here, β ¼ 1∕N is a coherence factor depending mainly on
the laser coherence and detection optics, and is inversely propor-
tional to the number of guided modes/speckles (N).8,32G1ð~r; τÞ
satisfies the correlation diffusion equation in highly scattering
media, and the homogeneous CW solution to this equation
under semi-infinite geometry is8

G1ðρ; τÞ ¼
vS0
4πD

�
exp½−KðτÞr1�

r1
−
exp½−KðτÞr2�

r2

�
: (3)

Here, ρ is the S-D separation, S0 is source light intensity, v is
the speed of light in the medium, k0 is the wavenumber of light
in the medium, D ¼ v∕3μs 0 (μa þ μs

0) is the photon diffusion
coefficient, K2ðτÞ¼ 3μaμs

0 þμs
02k20αhΔr2ðτÞi, r1 ¼ ½ρ2 þ ðz −

z0Þ2�1∕2, r2 ¼ ½ρ2 þ ðzþ z0 þ 2zbÞ2�1∕2, z0 ¼ 1∕μs 0, zb ¼
2ð1þ ReffÞ∕3μs 0ð1 − ReffÞ, Reff ¼ −1.440n−2 þ 0.710n−1 þ
0.668þ 0.0636n and n ≈ 1.33 (for both tissue and phantom).
The Reff term accounts for the mismatch between the medium
and the air indices of refraction with n being the ratio
between them.

From Eq. (3), G1ð~r; τÞ is a function of μa and μ 0
s as well as

the mean-square displacement hΔr2ðτÞi of moving scatterers.
For the case of diffuse motion, hΔr2ðτÞi ¼ 6DBτ, where DB
is an effective diffusion coefficient of the moving scatterers.
An α term (ranging from 0 to 1) is added to account for the
fact that not all scatterers in biological tissues are dynamic,
and α is defined as the ratio of moving (dynamic) scatterers to
total (dynamic and static) scatterers. The combined term, αDB,
is referred to as the blood flow index in tissues and is commonly
used to calculate the rBF compared with the baseline flow index
before physiological changes. In contrast to tissue samples, all
scatterers in liquid phantom solutions (see Sec. 2.3) are consid-
ered dynamic with α ≈ 1, and the flow index is thus reported as
simply DB. The flow index αDB (or DB) and coherence factor β
are determined simultaneously by fitting g2ð~r; τÞ derived from
DCS measurements to its analytical expression based on
Eqs. (1) to (3).42

Fig. 1 A fiber-optic probe consisting of two source fibers (S1 ¼ 785 nm
and S2 ¼ 853 nm) and three detector fibers (D1 to D3). Multimode fiber
(1 mm) locates in D1, single-mode fiber (SM600) locates in D2, and
few-mode fiber (SM980) locates in D3. The separations between the
sources and detector fibers are equal (i.e., SD1 ¼ SD2 ¼ SD3 ¼
2.5 cm). The separations between detector fibers are D1D2 ¼ 4.6 cm,
D1D3 ¼ 4.3 cm, and D2D3 ¼ 0.8 cm, respectively.
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2.1.2 Optical property measurement

DCS for flow measurement needs only one wavelength of light
source, as previous studies have shown insensitivity of DCS
flow measurements to wavelengths.14 Adding a second laser
to the DCS device allows for simultaneous measurements of
both blood flow and blood oxygenation. Photons emitted by
lasers are scattered and/or absorbed when they travel through
the tissue from the source to detector, leading to light intensity
reductions in detected wavelengths. The relative change in the
tissue absorption coefficient (Δμa) can be derived from the light
intensity changes measured at the two wavelengths.43 Variations
of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations (Δ½HbO2� and
Δ½Hb�) relative to their baseline values (determined before
physiological changes) can be resolved from the measured
Δμa at two wavelengths using the modified Beer-Lambert
Law.44

2.2 Optical Fiber Modes

For an optical fiber the number of guided modes depends on the
core radius (a), relative refractive-index difference, and operat-
ing wavelength (λ). The relation between the properties of a
given dielectric optical waveguide (fiber) and guided waves
(number of modes) can be described by introducing a normal-
ized frequency V:36

V ¼ 2πa
λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n21 − n22

q
: (4)

Here n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of fiber core and
cladding, respectively. The square root of (n21 − n22) is defined
as numerical aperture NA. When V is smaller than the critical
cutoff frequency VC (e.g., 2.405 for a step-index fiber whose
refractive index is constant within the fiber core), only the fun-
damental mode LP01 can be guided through the fiber. Notice that
a single-mode fiber can transmit two independent orthogonally
polarized waves; the fiber is actually “bimodal.”36 The operating
wavelength corresponding to VC is called the cutoff wavelength
(λC). When the value of V is larger than VC, the fiber can guide
a few higher-order modes along with the fundamental mode; it
becomes a few-mode fiber. The propagating vector modes [i.e.,
the transverse electric mode (TE), transverse magnetic mode
(TM), or hybrid mode] can be determined by the following
three steps: (1) calculating the V value based on the fiber prop-
erty using Eq. (4); (2) using the V value to obtain transported
linear polarized (LP) modes corresponding from literature
values45 where the LP modes are the eigenmodes of guided con-
ventional modes (i.e., TE, TM, hybrid mode) and each of them
has designation of conventional modes (wave modes);39

(3) determining the guided wave modes according to the
compositions of different LP modes.

We used three detector fibers for photon collection in our
experiments. According to the method described above, the sin-
gle-mode fiber (SM600) has a λC of ∼600 nm, NA between 0.1
and 0.14, and fiber core diameter of ∼4.3 μm which guides only
two orthogonal polarization modes of light at the two operating
wavelengths of 785 and 853 nm.36 The few-mode fiber (SM980)
has a λC of ∼970 nm, NA between 0.17 and 0.19, and fiber core
diameter of ∼4.5 μm which guides six modes of light operating
at both 785 and 853 nm wavelengths. In Sec. 3.1, we experimen-
tally checked and confirmed these calculated numbers of guided

modes using measured values of 1∕β. The third fiber used is a
regular multimode fiber with a diameter of 1 mm.

2.3 Phantom Experiment

Distilled water, India ink (Black India 44201, Higgins,
Massachusetts), and Intralipid (30%, Fresenius Kabi, Uppsala,
Sweden) were utilized in constructing liquid phantoms, which
provided a homogeneous tissue model.5,24,25 India ink was used
to manipulate μa (λ). The μa (λ) values at both 785 and 853 nm
wavelengths were calculated based on the concentration of India
ink. Intralipid was used to control μs

0 (λ) via changing its
concentration and provided particle Brownian motion (DB).

An optical probe shown in Fig. 1 was placed on the surface of
the liquid phantom solution contained inside a glass aquarium.
A custom-made probe holder attached to a lab stand held the
probe at the center of solution to simulate a semi-infinite geom-
etry. Room light was turned off during experiments. In order to
test the SNR at different levels of light intensity, a titration pro-
tocol of gradually varying μa was applied. The optical property
of liquid phantom was set initially at μa ¼ 0.05 cm−1 and μs 0 ¼
8 cm−1 at 853 nm. The corresponding μa and μs 0 for the second
wavelength (785 nm) at each titration step were calculated
according to the volumes of water, India ink, and Intralipid
in the phantom solution.24 The μa (853 nm) was then gradually
increased up to 0.15 cm−1 at a step size of 0.025 cm−1 by
adding ink to the liquid phantom while μs

0 was kept constant
(without changing the concentration of Intralipid). Optical mea-
surements were taken by the DCS flow-oximeter for 10 min at
each titration step and 260 g2 curves were collected for each
wavelength. The measurement duration for each autocorrelation
function at each wavelength was 1 s. Only 150 data points mea-
sured at each wavelength and each step were used for data analy-
sis, as the noisy data collected during the periods of adding,
stirring and dissolving ink were excluded. At the final step
of the titration (μa ¼ 0.15 cm−1), the light intensity collected
by the single-mode fiber (SM600) reached a minimal value
of ∼10 kilo counts per second (kcps) that could barely be
detected by DCS.

For flow data analysis theoretical μa and μs
0 from the phan-

tom at each titration step were used as inputs when fitting flow
index DB.

24 Relative changes in DB were calculated by normal-
izing/dividing the time-course data to the mean values of the first
titration data. For the analysis of phantom absorption coeffi-
cient, μaðλÞ at the first titration step was assigned to be the theo-
retical value of the phantom [e.g., μað853 nmÞ ¼ 0.05 cm−1]
and μaðλÞ values at other titration steps were then calculated
by adding the corresponding Δμa (λ) values measured by the
DCS flow-oximeter. Standard deviations of the measured vari-
ables were calculated and displayed as error bars along with the
mean values.

2.4 In Vivo Tissue Measurement

The single-mode, few-mode, and multimode fibers were further
used to investigate the SNRs in DCS flow-oximeter measure-
ments on human tissues. The in vivo experiments were approved
by the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board.
Seven healthy subjects signed consent forms and participated
in this study. Each subject was asked to lay supine on a bed
and extend his/her forearm. Prior to the DCS flow-oximeter
measurement a commercial frequency-domain NIRS tissue-
oximeter (Imagent, ISS Inc., Ilinois) with a handheld probe
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was used to obtain absolute baseline values of μa, μs 0, [Hb]
and [HbO2] in the participant’s forearm flexor carpiradialis
muscle.46 The handheld probe was removed and the fiber-
optic probe developed for this study (Fig. 1) was taped on
the same location in forearm muscle to continuously monitor
rBF, Δ½Hb� and Δ½HbO2� during 5-min arterial cuff occlusion.
An optical attenuator was attached to the multimode detector
fiber to avoid saturating the highly sensitive APD. The forearm
muscle went through three different physiological stages during
the cuff occlusion on upper arm: 5-min resting baseline, 5-min
cuff inflation (230 mmHg), and 5-min recovery following cuff
deflation.

Similar to the phantom data analysis the baseline μa and μs
0

measured by the Imagent were used as inputs when fitting flow
index αDB. Relative changes in αDB were calculated by normal-
izing/dividing the time-course data to the mean values of the
5-min resting baselines. The [Hb] and [HbO2] were calculated
by adding their baseline values measured by the commercial
Imagent and the corresponding Δ½Hb� and Δ½HbO2� measured
by the DCS flow-oximeter. To be consistent with the phantom
data analysis 150 data points at each stage were used to calculate
the corresponding SNRs. Standard errors were calculated over
the seven subjects and plotted as error bars along with the mean
values in the figures.

2.5 SNR Calculation

The variables measured by or derived from the DCS flow-
oximeter include g2ð~r; τÞ, αDB∕rBF, light intensity I, Δμa,
Δ½Hb�, and Δ½HbO2�. SNR calculations for most of these
variables except g2ð~r; τÞ follow the conventional definition:47

SNR ¼ MEANðsignalÞ
STDðnoiseÞ : (5)

Here, “STD” represents standard deviation, “mean” repre-
sents mean value, “signal” is the measured raw data, and
“noise” is the high-frequency component of the measured
raw data. The high-frequency noises originate from electronics,
optics, positioning of the source and detectors, and physiologi-
cal variations (only applicable to in vivo measurements).48 The
electronic noises include shot noise, thermal noise, and the noise
induced by the dark current of APD. The optic noises arise
mainly from the fiber modal noise and the loss/variation of
higher order modes due to the fiber bending/vibration. The
physiological variations come from the respiration, heartbeat,
and subject’s movement.

The “noise” in Eq. (5) for each set of measured raw data
(150 data points) was obtained using a first order Butterworth
high-pass filter with a corner frequency of 0.05 Hz.42 This cor-
ner frequency was determined by analyzing the power spectral
densities (PSDs) of the measured hemodynamic signals from
forearm muscles, and was selected to be higher than the highest
frequency (0.05 Hz) of the valid signals (i.e., slow hemo-
dynamic changes during cuff occlusion) but lower than the
DCS sampling rate (∼0.4 Hz) and the highest frequency of
noises. The MEAN (signal) may be equal to 0 for some variables
(e.g., rBF ≈ 0 during cuff occlusion), resulting in zero SNR.
In this case the STD (noise) was used to evaluate measurement
variability.

Unlike those variables (described above) depending only on
time (t), g2ð~r; τÞ is a function of delay time τ at each

measurement time point (t). To calculate the SNR of g2ð~r; τÞ
at multiple τ, a previously established method is followed:37,42

SNRðτÞ ¼ MEAN½g2ð~r; τÞ − 1�
STD½g2ð~r; τÞ − 1� : (6)

The calculation was carried out among the 150 datasets of
[g2ð~r; τÞ − 1]. The mean and STD of the 150 [g2ð~r; τÞ − 1]
curves at each delay time τ were used to estimate SNR (τ)
according to Eq. (6).

Differences among the three fibers in mean values of SNR or
STD averaged over seven subjects were tested using the statis-
tical analysis system (SAS) Version 9.3 software package and
assessed by wavelength (only applicable to rBF) and during
baseline, cuff occlusion, and recovery stages. Normality of
the mean differences over seven subjects was assessed using
Shapiro-Wilks test.49 Any p-value less than 0.10 was considered
to result in a departure from normality of the mean difference
and a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test50 was used to assess whether
the mean difference was significant in this case. Where there was
no departure from normality the paired t-test was used to assess
significance of the mean differences. A p-value of 0.05 was con-
sidered significant for the mean differences examined in SNR or
STD of rBF between the single-mode and few-mode fibers. A
Bonferroni-corrected p-value of 0.017 (0.05∕3) was considered
significant for the mean differences examined in SNRs or STDs
of [Hb] and [HbO2] between any two groups of single-mode,
few-mode, and multimode fibers.

3 Results

3.1 Phantom Experimental Results

3.1.1 Flow measurement

During the phantom titration experiments μa (853 nm) was var-
ied from 0.050 to 0.150 cm−1 with a step size of 0.025 cm−1

while μs
0 was kept constant (8 cm−1) throughout all steps.

Figure 2(a) shows typical g2ð~r; τÞ data (dots) and fitting curves
(solid lines) recorded at 785 nm and collected by the single-
mode (SM600) and few-mode (SM980) fibers. The data pre-
sented in Fig. 2(a) were randomly selected from ∼150 g2 curves
over each titration step. As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, β and DB can
be simultaneously derived by fitting the measured g2. In addi-
tion, β can also be estimated based on the Siegert relation using
the measured g2 data at earliest τ and letting the normalized
autocorrelation function g1 ≈ 1, i.e., β ¼ g2ðτ ≈ 0Þ − 1. For
example, the β values for the single-mode and few-mode fibers
can be estimated by the intercept values of fitted g2ð~r; τÞ curves,
noted as A and B in Fig. 2(a). For the first titration (Step 1), the
β values calculated over 150 measurements were 0.46� 0.013
and 0.16� 0.013 for the single-mode (SM600) and few-mode
(SM980) fibers, respectively. Correspondingly, 1∕β values were
approximately equal to the numbers of guided modes of light
(N): ∼2 for the single-mode (SM600) fiber and ∼6 for the
few-mode (SM980) fiber. These numbers agreed with the theo-
retical values calculated based on fiber properties in Sec. 2.2. As
μa increased the g2ð~r; τÞ curves became noisier for both single-
mode and few-mode fibers. However, the curves collected by the
few-mode fiber were always smoother than those recorded by
the single-mode fiber over the titration steps [Fig. 2(a)]. To fur-
ther quantify the performance of the two fibers we calculated
the SNRs over 150 g2ð~r; τÞ curves at each delay time τ for all
titration steps using the method described in Sec. 2.5. Results
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shown in Fig. 2(b) indicated that the SNRs of g2ð~r; τÞ detected
by the few-mode fiber were slightly higher than the single-mode
fiber, which appeared more obvious at the early decay time τ.
Similar results were found at the wavelength of 853 nm (data are
not shown).

The relative flow data (normalized DB) at five titration steps
are shown in Fig. 3(a). Vertical lines separate different titration
steps. Since multiple uncorrelated speckle fluctuations were col-
lected by the multimode fiber (1 mm), the measured autocorre-
lation function curve g2 became completely flat (a straight line),
which cannot be fit using the algorithm described in Sec. 2.1.
Therefore, only flow data (150 data points) collected by the
single-mode and few-mode fibers were reported. As μa
increased relative flow data recorded at two wavelengths

became noisier for both single-mode and few-mode fibers,
but the signal fluctuation observed when using the few-mode
fiber was less than using the single-mode fiber. The difference
in flow variations between the two fibers can be seen more
clearly from Fig. 3(b) where the STDs of noises are illustrated
as error bars. Notice that flow increased slightly with the
progress of titration, which was likely due to the fitting errors
at the titration steps with higher μa values associated with higher
noises.42 Figure 3(c) shows the SNRs of relative flow at five
titration steps calculated using Eq. (5). The SNRs for both
single-mode and few-mode fibers decreased as μa increased,
and the few-mode fiber achieved slightly higher SNRs than
the single-mode fiber. These results are consistent with the find-
ings shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b).
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3.1.2 Optical property measurement

Figure 4(a) displays the light intensities at two wavelengths col-
lected by the three fibers during titrations. As expected, higher
mode fibers collected more photons. Figure 4(b) shows the
mean values of light intensities and STDs of noises (error
bars) at five titration steps. In order to clearly show the error
bars they were multiplied by a factor of 100. It can be observed
from Fig. 4(b) that with the increase of light intensity both mean
(signal) and STD (noise) increased. The noise level increased
because the higher light intensity increased shot noises from the
photon detectors and random noises generated by photons trans-
porting through the medium. Nevertheless, the increase of mean

(signal) was larger than the increase of STD (noise). As a result,
the SNR increased with the increase of light intensity [Fig. 4(c)].
The SNRs tended to decrease with the increase of μa, although
such decreases were not remarkable at the early titration steps
where the light intensities and SNRs were relatively high.

The retrieved μa values at five titration steps and two wave-
lengths using the three fibers with different modes are displayed
in Fig. 5(a). The μaðλÞ value at the first titration step was
assigned to be the theoretical value of the phantom (i.e., μa ¼
0.05 cm−1 at the wavelength of 853 nm). Figure 5(b) shows the
mean values of μa and STDs of noises at five steps and two
wavelengths. Again, in order to clearly show the error bars
they were multiplied by a factor of 100. Horizontal dashed
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lines displayed in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) indicate the theoretical μa
values of the phantom at each step. All three fibers were able to
extract μa with relatively small errors. The measurement error in
μa was estimated by the percentage difference between the mea-
sured and theoretical values. The maximum measurement errors
from the few-mode (1.6% at 785 nm and 1.3% at 853 nm) and
multimode (4.3% at 785 nm and 4.8% at 853 nm) fibers were
much smaller than those from the single-mode fiber (6.3% at
785 nm and 11% at 853 nm). Although differences in measure-
ment error existed between the few-mode (≤ 1.6%) and multi-
mode (≤ 4.8%) fibers, the measurement errors (<5%) from both
fibers were comparable with previous NIRS results (<6%) using
multimode fibers.24,46The STDs of measurement noises (error
bars) increased with the increase of μa and the decrease of
fiber mode number. The SNRs of μa at the five steps and two
wavelengths are displayed in Fig. 5(c). It is clear that higher
SNRs for μa can be achieved by increasing the number of optical
fiber modes.

3.2 In Vivo Tissue Measurement Results

3.2.1 rBF measurement

Figure 6(a) shows typical rBF data at 785 and 853 nm collected
by the single-mode and few-mode fibers during 5-min arterial
cuff occlusion from one subject. Similar to phantom measure-
ments the measured g2 curve collected by the multimode fiber
(1 mm) was a straight line (data are not shown), which cannot
be used to extract blood flow information. The raw rBF data
(150 data points at each stage) were processed by the high-pass
filter with a corner frequency of 0.05 Hz to extract the noises
[Fig. 6(b)]. Vertical lines in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) separate different
stages of occlusion (i.e., baseline, occlusion, recovery). The
mean SNRs and standard errors (error bars) over seven subjects
at the baseline and recovery stages are displayed in Fig. 6(c).
The SNRs of rBF at the occlusion stage were equal to zero
and thus not reported. Instead, the STDs of rBF noises and
their variations (standard errors shown as error bars) over seven

subjects at all three stages are shown in Fig. 6(d). Assessed by
SAS software (see Sec. 2.5), the p-values from the paired t-tests/
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests were larger than 0.222 indicating
that the mean differences in SNR/STD of rBF over seven sub-
jects between the single-mode and few-mode fibers were not
significant at all three stages of cuff occlusion.

3.2.2 Oxygenation measurement

Figure 7(a) displays the [Hb] and [HbO2] data during 5-min
arterial occlusion measured by the three fibers with different
modes from the same subject shown in Fig. 6. Apparently,
[Hb] and [HbO2] curves became smoother [Fig. 7(a)] and noises
were less [Fig. 7(b)] when using higher mode fibers. Figure 7(c)
displays the mean SNRs and their standard errors (error bars)
over seven subjects. Assessed by SAS software (see Sec. 2.5),
the p-values from the paired t-tests/Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests
were smaller than 0.016 when evaluating the significance be-
tween the few-mode and single-mode fibers and between the
multimode and single-mode fibers. As noted in Sec. 2.5, a
Bonferroni-corrected p-value of <0.017 was considered signifi-
cant. This result indicated that the mean SNRs of both [Hb] and
[HbO2] using the few-mode and multimode fibers were signifi-
cantly higher than those using the single-mode fiber.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
Traditional NIRS can measure tissue optical properties includ-
ing μa, μs 0, [Hb] and [HbO2] while the emerging DCS can mea-
sure rBF in deep tissues. By combining these two technologies
to form a hybrid instrument, rBF, [Hb], and [HbO2] can be
obtained simultaneously.51,52 Consequently, relative changes in
tissue oxygen metabolism can be derived using simple mod-
els.52–54 While the hybrid instruments (NIRSþ DCS) can be
used to measure multiple hemodynamic/metabolic parameters
providing deeper insights about tissue physiological status
than one parameter alone, they are relatively large, complex,
and expensive. The dual-wavelength DCS flow-oximeter is an
emerging technique enabling simultaneous measurements of
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tissue blood flow and oxygenation changes.5,9,14,23,24,26 Being
noninvasive, fast, relatively inexpensive and truly portable
(dimensions: 8 × 12 × 18 in.), DCS flow-oximeter is suitable
for bedside monitoring in the clinics. Furthermore, the new
probe designed for the DCS flow-oximeter shares source and
detector fibers for both flow and oxygenation measurements
(see Fig. 1). Therefore, it covers exactly the same tissue volume
and avoids any discrepancies between the blood flow and oxy-
genation measurements owing to the tissue heterogeneity.

For clinical measurements large light penetration is needed
to probe optical properties in deep tissues (e.g., adult brain and
muscle). According to photon diffusion theory a given source-
detector (S-D) pair is mostly sensitive to the area at a depth of
1∕3 to 1∕2 of the S-D separation.8,13,24,55 However, the larger the
S-D separation the weaker the signal detected. Improving SNR
is especially crucial when the detected signal is extremely low,
which is not unusual for DCS measurements in human
tissues.3–7,23,31

According to Eq. (5), SNR can be improved by increasing
the light intensity injected into the tissue, which is, however, not
unlimited and has to be controlled to meet American National
Standards Institute standards for laser safety usage. An alterna-
tive method is to use a low-pass filter to reduce the high-
frequency noises, but this may not be possible when the
bandwidths of signal and noise are overlapped. This study was
designed to investigate the possibility of using the few-mode or
multimode detection fibers instead of the single-mode fiber to
increase the light intensity detected and thus improve SNRs of
DCS flow-oximeter measurements. The rationale behind this
hypothesis is that few-mode or multimode fibers allow higher-
order modes of light to be guided through along with the fun-
damental single mode which would increase the light intensity
detected.36

To test the hypothesis the single-mode (SM600), few-mode
(SM980), and multimode (1 mm) fibers were examined in tis-
sue-like liquid phantoms with varied optical properties and in
forearm muscles during arterial cuff occlusion. The liquid phan-
tom provided a homogeneous tissue model without the inter-
ference of physiological variations that exist in biological tis-
sues,5,24,25 while the use of human muscles allowed for the
evaluation of fiber performance in real tissues.4,6,22,26,40

The results obtained from the phantom titration experiments
indicated that the few-mode fiber slightly improved the SNRs
of relative flow measurements compared to the single-mode
fiber used [see Fig. 3(c)]. Although the slight SNR improvement
in flow measurements was somewhat disappointing, it was
not surprising because the few-mode fiber with larger diameter
and numerical aperture increased the detected signal intensity
[see Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)] but decreased the coherence factor β
in a proportional fashion [see Fig. 2(a)]. A smaller β corre-
sponded with a flatter autocorrelation function curve leading
to a lower sensitivity of DCS flow measurements.37,38

Therefore, the SNR of autocorrelation function, depending on
both light intensity detected and coherence factor β,37 may
not be highly improved [see Fig. 2(b)]. Although the detected
light intensity can be further increased by using the multimode
fiber with a large diameter of 1 mm [see Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)],
the autocorrelation function was not detectable in this case
due to the very low value of β. Furthermore, the SNR improve-
ments were not obvious during in vivo rBF measurements in
forearm muscles [see Fig. 6(c) and 6(d)]. Unlike phantom
experiments, in vivo measurements could be influenced by
many factors such as physiological variations, motion artifacts,
fiber-tissue coupling coefficient, and tissue heterogeneity,
which could have an impact on the measurements differently
on different fibers.7,9,22,40 Such in vivo “noises” may bury the
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Fig. 7 (a) Typical [Hb] and [HbO2] responses during 5-min arterial cuff occlusion collected from the same subject shown in Fig. 6 using the single-
(SM600), few- (SM980), and multimode (1 mm) fibers; (b) [Hb] and [HbO2] noises processed by the high-pass filter with a corner frequency of 0.05 Hz;
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seven subjects.
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slight SNR improvements of flow measurements observed in
phantom experiments.

In contrast with flow measurements, significant SNR
improvements were achieved when using the few-mode or mul-
timode fiber (versus single-mode fiber) in both phantom mea-
surements of light intensity [see Fig. 4(c)] and μa [see Fig. 5(c)]
and in in vivo measurements of [Hb] and [HbO2] [see Fig. 7(c)].
The significant SNR improvements for these variables were
expected, as they all depended on the light intensities detected
which were highly different among the three fibers [see Fig. 4(a)
and 4(b)]. The larger the number of optical fiber modes, the
higher the detected light intensity.

The level of the detected light intensity also greatly impacted
SNRs of the measured variables at different titration steps and
different physiological stages. For example, with the increase
of μa during the phantom titration, the detected light intensity
decreased step by step leading to a continual decrease in SNRs
for all three fibers and two wavelengths (see Figs. 3 and 4). One
exception is the derived value of μa during phantom experiments
where the SNRs of μa at the first titration step for both wave-
lengths were lower than those at other steps [see Fig. 5(c)],
although the light intensities detected at the first step were
higher [see Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)]. Since the μa values at the first
titration step were much smaller than those at other steps (e.g.,
∼1.5 times smaller than the second step), but the STDs of μa at
all steps did not vary much; it was not surprising that the SNRs
of μa at the first titration step for both wavelengths were smaller
than those at other steps according to Eq. (5). Furthermore, the
SNRs of [Hb] and [HbO2] during the cuff occlusion stage were
lower than those at baseline and recovery stages for all three
fibers [see Fig. 7(c)], which was again due to the lower light
intensities detected during occlusion compared with other two
stages. In addition, the light intensity detected from the wave-
length of 853 nm was ∼2 times lower than the 785 nm wave-
length [see Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)], resulting in lower SNRs for the
853 nm wavelength at most titration steps and physiological
stages (see Figs. 3 to 6), although laser stability could also
impact the SNRs.

Besides the SNR improvements the few-mode and multi-
mode fibers measured the optical property μa more accurately
than the single-mode fiber [see Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)]. Smaller
measurement error represented higher measurement accuracy.
The measurement errors in μa from the few-mode and multi-
mode fibers were <5% for both wavelengths [Fig. 5(a)] which
were comparable with those (<6%) observed in previous studies
using NIRS with multimode fibers.24,46 The maximum errors
from the single-mode fiber (<11%) were much larger than those
from the other two fibers (<5%) [Fig. 5(a)] and those reported in
literature (<6%), which was again due to less light intensities
collected (associated with higher noises) by the single-
mode fiber.

In conclusion, the experiments in this study demonstrated
the advantages of using the few-mode fiber for DCS flow-
oximeter measurements of both blood flow and oxygenation
compared with using the single-mode fiber. The few-mode
fiber enabled collection of more photons from the phantoms/
tissues resulting in higher SNRs in both flow and oxygenation
measurements, although the SNR improvements with the few-
mode fiber were found to be significant only in oxygenation
measurements. The multimode fiber can further increase the
detected light intensities and SNRs for tissue oxygenation
measurements, but the autocorrelation functions for extracting

flow information cannot be detected due to the very low value
of β.

Based on these results, selection of fibers with certain modes
will depend on the particular application. For the measurements
of blood flow only either single-mode fiber or few-mode fiber
can be used, although the few-mode fiber will generate slightly
higher SNRs of flow data. For simultaneous measurements of
tissue blood flow and oxygenation using the dual-wavelength
DCS flow-oximeter, a few-mode fiber (instead of single-mode
fiber) should be used to obtain significantly higher SNRs of tis-
sue oxygenation measurements. An alternative way is to use a
detection fiber bundle consisting of one single-mode (or few-
mode) fiber and one multimode fiber. The single-mode or
few-mode fiber can measure autocorrelation functions to extract
flow information while the multimode fiber can detect light
intensities at the two wavelengths with significantly higher
SNRs (than both single-mode and few-mode fibers) to extract
oxygenation information. However, the latter option requires
two detectors connected to the fiber bundle which would
increase the instrumentation costs.

This pilot study was limited to comparing the SNRs of DCS
flow-oximeter measurements among three types of fibers (i.e.,
single-mode, few-mode, multimode). The selection of these
specific three fibers was mainly based on fiber availability.
The optimization of fiber modes used for achieving optimum
SNRs in tissue hemodynamic measurements will be the subject
of future study.
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